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Bride of the Sky by Puran SinghThe Bride of the Sky, a poetic play written in 1924, has remained
unpublished to this day. It is a remarkable piece of literature of its kind, that is, idealistic-romantic.
A nymph of the sky falling in love with a man of the earth affords a theme which has captivated
the minds of men in all ages and climes. Venus and Adonis, in the West, and Urvashi and
Pururvasa, in India, have given to world literature poetry and drama of the noblest stature.In this
poetic play the characters have not been given any names (except the nymph in the second
half), on which technical point Puran Singh may be said to have anticipated a modernist
tendency. But, as he claims, the characters have persistent individualities which serve for names
equally well.



Bride of the SkyPuran Singh1924INTRODUCTIONThe Bride of the Sky, a poetic play written in
1924, has remained unpublished to this day. It is a remarkable piece of literature of its kind, that
is, idealistic-romantic. A nymph of the sky falling in love with a man of the earth affords a theme
which has captivated the minds of men in all ages and climes. Venus and Adonis, in the West,
and Urvashi and Pururvasa, in India, have given to world literature poetry and drama of the
noblest stature.In this poetic play the characters have not been given any names (except the
nymph in the second half), on which technical point Puran Singh may be said to have
anticipated a modernist tendency. But, as he claims, the characters have persistent
individualities which serve for names equally well.The story is simple but has vast dimensions,
like a geometric or cubist drawing. A nymph is flying about in the earthly air when a young man
sees her. He instantly falls in love with her. The nymph responds to his love, comes down to the
earth and stays with him for a day and a moonlit night, and then flies back to heaven.The young
man goes mad from the ecstatic pain of love. But his madness is heightened by a mystic silence
which makes the people around hail him as a saint.Then again one day the nymph ‘steals away
from the side of heaven’ and ‘appears in the crowd wearing the earthly guise of woman. . . . The
young ascetic ran into her arms. . . over-whelmed her with his kisses. . . caught her and
concealed her away from all eyes.’ He elopes with her to the Himalayan snows.In the next scene
the Yaksha, the nymph’s heavenly spouse, thinking that ‘she must have gone back to earth to
love that black little man again’ bids ‘a cluster of damsels’ of heaven ‘to go and search for her in
the moon-light on earth and down the deep lakes below the snows.’The damsels of heaven
descend to the earth ‘one moonlit night.’ Roaming ‘on the Himalayan snows’ and searching it’s
crystal lakes, ‘they come to the lovers’ hut.The nymph knows of it and warns her lover not to go
out for ‘they are casting nets in the light for me,. . . fishing for me there on those white lakes’ and
‘would bear me away from you.’But the young lover foolishly prevails upon her to come out in the
moonlight, arrayed in ‘silver gauzes and white jewellery.’ She had not taken many steps outside
the hut when she fell in his arms a-scream! As far as the young ascetic could see she was killed
by the moonbeams.Here there is an ambiguity. In the synopsis given in the beginning of the play,
Puran Singh simply says, ‘At last the saint elopes with a woman’ and ‘retires with his lady-love to
the Himalayan solitude.’‘The people said’, Puran Singh continues, ‘the saint has fallen. He has
eloped with a woman, his miracle is gone.’ And the place where temples rose was again a
wilderness.Anyway, struck with the love of a woman, heavenly or of this earth, an ascetic dare
not live among the common people, in a common habitation. He must perforce retire to a lonely
place—the perpetually sought heaven of lovers, as celebrated in a couplet of Omar Khayyam,
too.And now it is the turn of heaven to take its revenge. The moon-sickness which had made the
man a popular saint in the first instance, only kills the woman who chooses a life of solitude with
him, away both from this world and from heaven.The Upaschara had been lifted from earth,
snatched, as it were, from the embrace of the young man by the damsels of heaven. This we
learn in the fourth scene. When taken to heaven, she is senseless, and the Yaksha, her heavenly
lover, and the heavenly damsels with difficulty revive her.Here Puran Singh rises to the level of



his own romantic philosophy. The Upaschara whose name is now given as Alanika, in answer to
the rebukes of the Yaksha that she is carrying too much of the earth with her, in her love of a man
of the earth, enunciates this philosophy in words such as: ‘but is not love and freedom one’?‘. . .
Heaven is freedom. It is love and there is no restraint on love here. You are dreaming of earth as
earth sometimes dreams of heaven Love is beyond all sense of possession, beyond all needs of
sense. It is self realisation of God in Beauty.’The Yaksha helplessly pleads: ‘Alanika,
misunderstand me not. I do not limit love’s freedom when I ask you if you love me as you did
before. If so, why go away to earth so like a thief? If there is love, you can trust me with your life
just as you trust yourself.’The Upaschara replies to this insinuation in crushing words like:I smell
a lot of earth in what you say.You know how I love that man who suffers for me;And if I loved you,
I love you more now by loving him;Heaven is in his sufferings, too,And not all in pleasures you
describe so glowingly.The Yaksha’s surrender comes at the end of the scene in these words:
‘Such is the fate of all those, who like me waver on the path and toil not to earn joy, love, grace,
but only wait until His Mercy fills them and their passion all of a sudden grows infinite, shoreless,
rich, embracing a whole universe in a simple You, a woman, a child, a tree, a river, a stone.’ Left
alone once again, the saint-lover overhears, as in a dream, the voices of the nymph, her Yaksha
spouse, and the damsels of snow, summer and spring, expostulating with the nymph for loving a
man of the earth.In this state of mind the saint-lover seeks to make it a thing of heaven with a
universal impact. ‘We love a myriad when we love one, and we have to love millions as if we
really loved one.’ ‘I hat is the philosophy of the east which sublimates love of a person to love of
mankind or of God.He cannot believe that when he ran away with her, he had sinned. ‘Could that
be sin which gives such lasting pangs of pleasure?’ He argues further, ‘If one soul grows strong
as two with one sin. And the two flames burn, blending in one still more glorious! Are these sins
then? Or new kindlings of faith, new life centres in the void vasts?’And the sum of this
philosophising is this: ‘In one little body there come a myriad preceding and following, the beauty
of this one of our choice this day is of a myriad that no one sees for all days! Or else it is a dead,
dead thing, no love but devilry, a mad meeting of wild creatures, a dissipation of striking atoms of
lifeless clods of day.’But the nymph has not forsaken her earthly lover. She pleads with the
damsels of spring, snow and summer, and the little cherubs to lavish their gifts at his door.She
argues with herself, too:You should not be sad,Or else he would be restless as fish without
water For his sake, gladness here is penance of love, a sacrifice, a
supremeunselfishness.And she exhorts herself toShower every night the stars on his path, on
the road he treads,And pour dreams in his sleep.Her human lover she consoles thus:Your
Alanika has not forgotten you!O good great saint!The whole heaven knows you
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have given to world literature poetry and drama of the noblest stature.In this poetic play the
characters have not been given any names (except the nymph in the second half), on which
technical point Puran Singh may be said to have anticipated a modernist tendency. But, as he
claims, the characters have persistent individualities which serve for names equally well.The
story is simple but has vast dimensions, like a geometric or cubist drawing. A nymph is flying
about in the earthly air when a young man sees her. He instantly falls in love with her. The nymph
responds to his love, comes down to the earth and stays with him for a day and a moonlit night,
and then flies back to heaven.The young man goes mad from the ecstatic pain of love. But his
madness is heightened by a mystic silence which makes the people around hail him as a
saint.Then again one day the nymph ‘steals away from the side of heaven’ and ‘appears in the
crowd wearing the earthly guise of woman. . . . The young ascetic ran into her arms. . . over-
whelmed her with his kisses. . . caught her and concealed her away from all eyes.’ He elopes
with her to the Himalayan snows.In the next scene the Yaksha, the nymph’s heavenly spouse,
thinking that ‘she must have gone back to earth to love that black little man again’ bids ‘a cluster
of damsels’ of heaven ‘to go and search for her in the moon-light on earth and down the deep
lakes below the snows.’The damsels of heaven descend to the earth ‘one moonlit night.’
Roaming ‘on the Himalayan snows’ and searching it’s crystal lakes, ‘they come to the lovers’
hut.The nymph knows of it and warns her lover not to go out for ‘they are casting nets in the light
for me,. . . fishing for me there on those white lakes’ and ‘would bear me away from you.’But the
young lover foolishly prevails upon her to come out in the moonlight, arrayed in ‘silver gauzes
and white jewellery.’ She had not taken many steps outside the hut when she fell in his arms a-
scream! As far as the young ascetic could see she was killed by the moonbeams.Here there is
an ambiguity. In the synopsis given in the beginning of the play, Puran Singh simply says, ‘At last
the saint elopes with a woman’ and ‘retires with his lady-love to the Himalayan solitude.’‘The
people said’, Puran Singh continues, ‘the saint has fallen. He has eloped with a woman, his
miracle is gone.’ And the place where temples rose was again a wilderness.Anyway, struck with
the love of a woman, heavenly or of this earth, an ascetic dare not live among the common
people, in a common habitation. He must perforce retire to a lonely place—the perpetually
sought heaven of lovers, as celebrated in a couplet of Omar Khayyam, too.And now it is the turn
of heaven to take its revenge. The moon-sickness which had made the man a popular saint in
the first instance, only kills the woman who chooses a life of solitude with him, away both from
this world and from heaven.The Upaschara had been lifted from earth, snatched, as it were,
from the embrace of the young man by the damsels of heaven. This we learn in the fourth scene.
When taken to heaven, she is senseless, and the Yaksha, her heavenly lover, and the heavenly
damsels with difficulty revive her.Here Puran Singh rises to the level of his own romantic
philosophy. The Upaschara whose name is now given as Alanika, in answer to the rebukes of
the Yaksha that she is carrying too much of the earth with her, in her love of a man of the earth,
enunciates this philosophy in words such as: ‘but is not love and freedom one’?‘. . . Heaven is
freedom. It is love and there is no restraint on love here. You are dreaming of earth as earth



sometimes dreams of heaven Love is beyond all sense of possession, beyond all needs of
sense. It is self realisation of God in Beauty.’The Yaksha helplessly pleads: ‘Alanika,
misunderstand me not. I do not limit love’s freedom when I ask you if you love me as you did
before. If so, why go away to earth so like a thief? If there is love, you can trust me with your life
just as you trust yourself.’The Upaschara replies to this insinuation in crushing words like:I smell
a lot of earth in what you say.You know how I love that man who suffers for me;And if I loved you,
I love you more now by loving him;Heaven is in his sufferings, too,And not all in pleasures you
describe so glowingly.The Yaksha’s surrender comes at the end of the scene in these words:
‘Such is the fate of all those, who like me waver on the path and toil not to earn joy, love, grace,
but only wait until His Mercy fills them and their passion all of a sudden grows infinite, shoreless,
rich, embracing a whole universe in a simple You, a woman, a child, a tree, a river, a stone.’ Left
alone once again, the saint-lover overhears, as in a dream, the voices of the nymph, her Yaksha
spouse, and the damsels of snow, summer and spring, expostulating with the nymph for loving a
man of the earth.In this state of mind the saint-lover seeks to make it a thing of heaven with a
universal impact. ‘We love a myriad when we love one, and we have to love millions as if we
really loved one.’ ‘I hat is the philosophy of the east which sublimates love of a person to love of
mankind or of God.He cannot believe that when he ran away with her, he had sinned. ‘Could that
be sin which gives such lasting pangs of pleasure?’ He argues further, ‘If one soul grows strong
as two with one sin. And the two flames burn, blending in one still more glorious! Are these sins
then? Or new kindlings of faith, new life centres in the void vasts?’And the sum of this
philosophising is this: ‘In one little body there come a myriad preceding and following, the beauty
of this one of our choice this day is of a myriad that no one sees for all days! Or else it is a dead,
dead thing, no love but devilry, a mad meeting of wild creatures, a dissipation of striking atoms of
lifeless clods of day.’But the nymph has not forsaken her earthly lover. She pleads with the
damsels of spring, snow and summer, and the little cherubs to lavish their gifts at his door.She
argues with herself, too:You should not be sad,Or else he would be restless as fish without
water For his sake, gladness here is penance of love, a sacrifice, a
supremeunselfishness.And she exhorts herself toShower every night the stars on his path, on
the road he treads,And pour dreams in his sleep.Her human lover she consoles thus:Your
Alanika has not forgotten you!O good great saint!The whole heaven knows youWhat is one
earth, no one can dive deep into you and find what is in you!Alanika is your slave!Why people in
love want to be slaves is indicative of a frame of mind that psychoanalysis or an idealist
philosophy may be able to explain!The cottage of the lover-saint now becomes a place of
pilgrimage and pilgrim-guests bring him whatever consolation can be available, or at least they
provide him the much-needed diversion.Who are these pilgrim-guests? One was ‘well-fixed in
the ceremonies of religion’, who had his forehead crossed with sandalwood-paste tilaks. He
wore a dhoti of yellow silk with his wallet filled with idols to which he rang brass bells and bowed.
He asked the hermit what his religion was. The hermit had no answer.The second pilgrim is a
young man ‘intoxicated with his youth. . . who had roamed on the highest mountains. . . played on 



the bosom of the Himalayas.’He asks the hermit:What is this mystery, Sir!You must knowYour
muscles are strong and you are brave,Living alone, away from the haunts of men,Your face is
ablaze with divine effulgence!In answer the hermit can only ask back:My dear young man!You
have been all over the glaciers,What have you found?I find a mystery in the white mountains
from here;What are they like when you are close to them?The third pilgrim is ‘an old ascetic
leaning on his bamboo-stick, clad in fire-coloured clothes’. After a few questions are put and
answered, the hermit tells the old ascetic:I am immortal, a suckling now on mother’s breast, then
a child, a boy or girl playing with my toys, then a young man I, that loves a woman, dies in her
love to live!And men like you are the poison of this earth if men with the spark of life in their
bosom are its salt.The fourth pilgrim is the poet of Hindustan, who says, ‘We of the plains are
vain and proud of every little thing we do, we are miserably small and rejoice in the colours of our
little paint-boxes, our books.Here divine profundities the little blades of grass proclaim!He
regards all knowledge in this world as madness, a curse, and in the spirit of Tennyson’s Lotos-
eaters declares to the milk-vendor who is attending on the hermit and would not let the poet
disturb him:Ah! mother, here at last is rest, that holy leisure of soul!The milk-giver later speaks to
the holy man of the poet of Hindustan as A man who was here the other day from the plainsHe
said, to be happy in this world of woe, is a sin, a crime,. . .The holy man tells her what he had told
the poet, that he is one of the sufferers,’ not ‘one of the saviours.’Finally, the holy man bids
farewell to the milk-giver with these words:Sometimes I have thought I have lived a beggar’s
life,How unworthy of a man!I begged when I needed a thing,I did not work for very bread,The
alms you have given me have blessed me,After all it is false self-respect to teach everyone to
earn.Some should earn, some should weep and cry and beg.The hermit walked out in the snow
and on to the mountains.And on the snows he died,And under his head was a pillow,On his
dead face there was that ineffaceable smile!The shepherds raised a little shrine in memory of
him and called it ‘The Mirror of Peace.’There is a deep vein of meaning in this play, whether we
take it as spiritual insight or social satire. Perhaps the second meaning has crept in unknown, as
often happens in works of art.First of all, there is the level of allegorical meaning. Does the young
man stand for life and desire and aspiration on earth? And the nymph (Upaschara) for the
hopeful unknown to which man prays for fulfilment? Are desire and aspiration like asking for the
moon and their fulfilment like lunacy, like being moon-struck?Then there emerges a sociological
meaning. Do such men become heroes and heads of cults? Is divinity a kind of madness? Or is
madness invested with divinity by the credulous among men? The realist would say that such a
man is struck with megalomania, and behaves like mad. And the common people are so
impressed by his curious, self-destroying behaviour that they begin to think that he is inspired
from heaven above, that heaven speaks through him, and that if they could do some little service
to him, heaven would reward them with earthly gifts. Indeed, the common people seek and are
content to receive earthly gifts as crumbs from the royal table which the man they regard as
heaven-inspired has spurned. Such a man ‘becomes a popular saint5 in Puran Singh’s own
words in the synopsis.On the third plane of sublimated passion, it is discovered that it is not all



the gifts of earth that ‘a popular saint5 may spurn.The love of a woman or man or love on earth is
not to be spurned. Says the saint:When a woman sleeps in the arms of a man, he imagines she
is one single soul.This is ignorance, Avidya!And when a man takes a woman to love, she
imagines he is one single soul,Just what she sees and scents.This is ignorance of the infinite
background of the multitudes coming behind and going before!In the words of the nymph:Love is
His wealth, not ours,Love burns, the life-pulse throbs,’We are, this is enough,He gives it all,He
prompts all lovings of ours.In Panjabi folk-lore romantic love is celebrated as sublimated passion
that lifts the lovers to the divine level. Only this folk-lore does not care to give it a human
meaning. Nor does Puran Singh do any more. Whereas our Kissakars were wont to speak of
love in sufi terms, Paran Singh speaks in terms of Vedanta. How one would wish that the passion
of love were given a proper human meaning!
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